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TO DIRECTOR SACS, JACKSONVILLE, AND DALLAS
FROM SAC, ATLANTA 3P

JACK LEON RUBY, AKA JACK RUBENSTEIN, LEE HARVEY OSWALD, AKA ALEK J. HIDEKL, O.H. LEE DASH VICTIM DASH DECEASED. CIVIL RIGHTS. OO DALLAS.

RE BUREAU TEL TO ALL SACS NOV. TWENTYFIVE, SIXTYTHREE.

AT SIXTEEN ZERO FOUR DASH C ADVISED DURING LATTER FORTIES HE KNEW OF A RACKETEER NAMED PAREN FNU PAREN RUBIN AROUND DAYTONA, FLA, BUT KNEW NOTHING CONCERNING HIS ACTIVITIES. PICTURES OF RUBY APPEAR SIMILAR TO RUBIN AS HE KNEW HIM THEN. INFORMANT SUGGESTED THAT FOLLOWING PEOPLE SHOULD HAVE COMPLETE KNOWLEDGE OF RUBY IF IDENTICAL WITH RUBIN.

MATTIE TRACY, DAYTONA, FLA., A BOOKIE, GAMBLER AND PROSTITUTE PROCURER.

JOHNIE WHALEN, DAYTONA, FLA. IF WHALEN STILL LIVING, IS PROBABLY NIGHT CLUB OPERATOR.

M.T. BROWNING, DAYTONA, FLA., PD.

TOM JOHNSON, FORMER CHIEF OF POLICE, SOUTH DAYTONA PD. INFORMANT ADVISED ABOVE PEOPLE, PARTICULARLY WHALEN AND TRACY, WERE BUDDIES OF BATISTA OF CUBA WHEN BATISTA IN THIS
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